May 16, 2018 Schol Comm CKG Meeting Agenda (Under construction)

Roll Call

☐ UC Berkeley – Susan Koskinen
☐ UC Berkeley – Maria Gould
☐ UC Berkeley – Samantha Teplitzky
☐ UC Davis – Amy Studer
☐ UC Davis - Mike Wolfe
☐ UC Irvine – Mitchell Brown
☐ UC Irvine – Shu Liu
☐ UC Los Angeles – Jennifer Chan
☐ UC Los Angeles – Marty Brennan (co-Chair)
☐ UC Merced – Donald Barclay
☐ UC Merced – Jerrold Shiroma (co-Chair)
☐ UC Riverside – Swati Bhattacharyya
☐ UC Riverside – Brianna Marshall
☐ UC San Diego – Mary Linn Bergstrom
☐ UC San Diego - Allegra Swift
☐ UC San Francisco – Anneliese Taylor
☐ UC Santa Cruz – Christy Hightower
☐ UC Santa Barbara – Sherri Barnes
☐ UC Santa Barbara – Eileen Joy
☐ UC Santa Barbara – Kyra Folk-Farber
☐ CDL – Katie Fortney
☐ CDL – Monica Westin
☐ CDL – Mat Willmott

Notes: Merced

Announcements / Administrivia

Deep-Dive topic

Other topics

Updates from crossover groups

1. OSC:
2. Data Curation CKG: nothing to report this time
3. STAR Team: The review of Pressbooks is in process. Also, we are once again looking for a new member for our team. Please consider applying! Read about what we do on our webpage. You can also talk to any member of the STAR team or your SCLG representative about what our work entails.

Round-robin updates
1. **UCB** - (1) Delivered several workshops in the past month: topics included copyright and IP issues in chemistry research, step-by-step tips on publishing a scientific paper, and a hands-on workshop of our new Pressbooks publishing platform. (2) With our Scholarly Communication Expertise Group, we are planning an event to celebrate Public Domain Day in January 2019. We are presently doing a review of materials in our collection that will enter the public domain in 2019 to select a small set of notable works to feature in an exhibit in January in order to bring attention to the transition. (3) With reps from across the UCs, we are planning the Choosing Pathways to OA forum in October of this year, to be held on the Berkeley campus. Initial save-the-date is posted at [https://www.cp2oa18.com](https://www.cp2oa18.com), and registration will open in early June.

2. **UCD**

3. **UCI** - Attended the Northern California ORCiD Meeting at UC Berkeley on May 15. Really good presentations on marketing and ORCiD integration examples. Marketing material (buttons, stickers, pens, message cards) are available from ORCiD. Present at the event were colleagues from Griffith University in Australia. Attended a presentation by Beth Bouloukos from Amherst Press/Lever Press about a new program through Lever Press for OA monograph publishing using a consortia of about thirty liberal-arts colleges. By pooling institutional support the subvention for authors is completely covered, in what Lever Press terms “platinum” open access. Beth also demonstrated a logo for open peer review, which I was not aware. The Lever Press operations use the Fulcrum platform developed and maintained through University of Michigan. Peer Review Transparency Initiative - [https://www.prtstandards.org](https://www.prtstandards.org) - Report - Transparency in Standards and Practices of Peer Review - April 2018

4. **UCLA**

5. **UCM**

6. **UCR**

7. **UCSB** - Our May 8 Scholar-led OA program was huge success, lots of attendees, good conversation, and punctum picked up many new faculty authors, and a contract to do all the UCSB museum books; Vincent’s talk transcript is on the punctum blog. His journal Dotawo will be moving to UCSB’s anthropology Department, which Vincent will be collaborating with to organize a 2019 interdisciplinary Nubian Studies conference. UCSB will be helping punctum with DOIs, and the provisioning of MARC records through their website for supporters. I (Sherri) have been relieved of my reference desk duties, freeing up three hours a week and the additional time needed to keep up with the many policy, scheduling, and other issues one needs to know about on the desk. I’m looking forward to attending the Library Publishing Forum next week. To start the campus conversation about building a local roadmap to repurpose collection funds to advance the transition to OA this announcement was posted to the Library website this week - UCSB Library Announces Publication of UC Pathways to Open Access Report. At a recent Senate meeting Kristin and I set in motion the steps for signing the OA2020 EoI. Our local UCOLASC (Committee on Library Information and Instructional Resources. CLIIR) endorsed, but recommended review by additional committees, which Kristin composed a letter to. UCSB’s Sustainability Group is having a poorly planned Textbook Affordability Summit on May 29. The blog post UC OSC asked me to write about the publishing lab that the library has been hosting was published - Arnhold-Punctum Publishing Lab at UCSB Library: A Case Study in Library-Publisher Collaboration.

8. **UCSC**

9. **UCSD** - Mary Linn attended ORCID for California Public Research Institutions May 14th at CSUDH. We’ve done 2 more Measuring and communicating impact workshops and 2 scholarly identity workshops for May. Both of these workshops include eScholarship mentions. Brought Beth Bouloukos from Amherst Press/Lever Press here after her UCI presentation. We have a faculty member publishing with Lever (Allegra had recommended as an option for OA monograph publishing). Allegra and Dave Schmitt (UCSD SCWG) are the UCSD plants on the OA Pathways Forum planning committees. That announcement went out yesterday with a call to share.

10. **UCSF** - we are hosting the following event on June 14 with a newly formed Open Science Group consisting of graduate students, faculty, and library staff:
   a. Graduate students, post docs, and research staff, we need your help! Come join the UCSF library for some dinner and drinks to share your vision on the future of protocol searching, sharing and publishing. We have invited special guests Marielle Cavrois, Editor in Chief of Bio-protocol and Lenny Teytelman President and CEO of protocols.io to talk about existing platforms for protocol sharing and publishing. Together, we can build a vision for generating reproducible and efficient science!

11. **CDL**

---
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